
Solar Flare Physics

During the past year we have been working with the HESSI (High Energy

Solar Spectroscopic Imager team in preparation for launch in early 2001.

HESSI has as its primary scientific goal photometric imaging and spec-

troscopy of solar flares in hard X-rays and gamma-rays with _ 2 _ angular

resolution, _keV energy resolution and _2-s time resolution over the 6-keV

to 15-MeV energy range.

We have performed tests of the imager using a specially designed experiment

which exploits the second-harmonic response of HESSI's subcollimators to

an artificial X-ray source at a distance of 1550 cm from its front grids. The

figures of section I show the response to X-rays at energies in the range

where HESSI is expected to image solar flares.

To prepare the team and the solar user community for imaging flares with

HESSI, we have written a description of the major imaging concepts. This

paper (Section II) will be submitted for publication in a referreed journal.





SECTION I

EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE HESSI MODULATION





THE HESSI GRIDLET TEST

In May 2000, at the Paul Sheerer Institute, where the HESSI telescope
elements were installed and aligned, a 1°9Cd source was used to test the
modulation capability of the six coarsest subcollimators. The following

briefly describes the test for each subcollimator. (A more complete report

will be submitted later for publication.)

The 1°9Cd source was supported on an XY table in front of the subcollima-

tor at a distance of 1550 mm from the front grids. This distance is equal
to the subcollimator length, and the equality is crucial to the experiment,
since in this position, motion of a point source will produce 2nd-harmonic

modulation of detected X-rays, equivalent to scanning a source at an infinite
distance. Two X-ray detectors were mounted to the rear of the subcollima-
tor, behind two masks which optimized the 2nd-harmonic performance.

The source had dimensions larger than the pitches of the grids, and so

by itself no modulation could be expected, so a tertiary grid (called the
"gridlet") equal in pitch to the two grids of the subcollimator, was used to
collimate the X-rays into multiple beams incident on the telescope.

The figures on the following page show the response of the subcollimators

to the motion of the source. In the plots for each subcollimator (1-6), there
are two curves, one for each detector. Since the rays incident on each de-

tector pass through different halves of the front grids, their output is a
strong function of any relative twist of the front and rear grids. Small dif-
ferences in phase between the profiles of the two detectors indicates small
relative twists. The smallness of the twists (well below the specifications
for good imaging performance) indicated that the HESSI imager was prop-
erly aligned and was ready for integration into the rest of the instrument

package.
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SECTION II

HESSI IMAGING PRINCIPLES
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ABSTRACT

The High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (HESSI) will use rotational mod-

ulation synthesis for imaging hard X-ray and gamma-ray flares with spatial

resolution of 2.3" and spectral resolution of ,-, 1 keV. Like the Yohkoh/HXT

hard X-ray telescope, HESSI relies on Fourier methods to produce images, but

HESSI has many more sampled points in the Fourier plane, and is expected to

produce higher-resolution maps with greater dynamic range.
With the intention of providing a heuristic or intuitive feel for how HESSI

imaging works, we summarize the basic imaging hardware and the methods
to be used for HESSI imaging. Using the bare minimum of mathematics, we

explain crucial objects such as modulation profiles, modulation patterns, and
visibilities. We describe the basic Back projection method and its relation to

Fourier Transforms, and we outline four basic tools for image reconstruction:

CLEAN, MEM, PIXON, and Forward Fitting, with simulated examples of each.
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1 Introduction

The High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (HESSI) has as its primary scien-

tific goal photometric imaging and spectroscopy of solar flares in hard X-rays

and gamma-rays with ,-, 2" angular resolution, _keV energy resolution and _,2-s
time resolution over the 6-keV to 15-MeV energy range. (Linet al. 1993, 1994,

1998, Holman et al. 1997).

The only practical method of satisfying these requirements within the cost, mass,
and launch constraints of a small satellite is to use Fourier-transform imaging.

(See Prince et al. 1988 for a review of imaging techniques.) One of the most

powerful of the Fourier family techniques is rotational modulation synthesis,

first proposed by Mertz (1967) and implemented by Schnopper et al. (1968).

Rotating Modulation Collimators (RMC) were first constructed and used for

solar flare X-ray imaging by the Japanese Hinotori telescope (Makashima et al.

1977, Ohki et al. 1982, Enome 1982), with angular resolution of 28" in the

20-40 keV energy range. The next hard X-ray solar imager was the Hard X-ray

Imaging Spectrometer (HXIS), not a Fourier-transform imager, but important

for developments in the --_ 3 - 30 keV range (Van Beeket al. 1980). Later, the

Hard X-ray Telescope (HXT) on the Yohkoh satellite, used non-rotating Fourier

synthesis with angular resolution of ,-_ 8" in the 20-100 keV energy range (Kosugi

et al. 1991). A prototype of a rotation modulation telescope--the High Energy

Imaging Device (HEIDI)-- was flown in 1993 on a balloon, without successful

flare imaging, but with a definitive test of a novel solar aspect system (SAS),

proving 0.5" performance at balloon altitudes. (Crannell et al. 1994)

Among the new features of HESSI imaging are its high (2.311) angular resolution,

its relaxed requirements for pointing (aspect knowledge vs. precision pointing),

its wide field of view (full Sun), the wide range of energies that maps can be

made in, and its ability to self-calibrate the amplitudes and phases of its imaging
hardware.

The purpose of this paper is to summarize briefly the mostly new techniques

that HESSI uses to exploit Fourier synthesis imaging. Our goal is to help the

solar community get an intuitive feel for the concepts of HESSI imaging, in
order to enhance the likelihood of its broad use for analyzing solar flares.

2 The HESSI Imager-A Brief Hardware Descrip-

tion

2.1 The Subcollimators
i

HESSI uses nine bi-grid collimators, each consisting of a pair of widely separated

grids in front of an X-ray/gamma-ray detector. Each grid consists of a planar
array of equally-spaced, X-ray-opaque slats separated by transparent slits. The

slits of each pair of grids are parallel to each other and their pitches (p) are



identical,sothetransmissionthroughthegrid pairdependsonthe direction
of the incidentX-rays.(SeeFigure1)Forslitsandslatsof equalwidth,the
transmissionismodulatedfromzeroto 50%andbackto zerofor a changein
sourceangleto collimatoraxis(orthogonalto theslits)of p/L where L is the

separation between grids (1550 mm). The angular resolution is then defined as

p/(2L). For HESSI, the transmission of the source photons through the grids is

modulated by the rotation of the spacecraft at about 15 revolutions per minute.

The detector records the arrival time and energy of individual photons from

anywhere on the Sun, allowing the modulated counting rate to be determined

as a function of rotation angle.

Note that the detectors have no spatial resolution and hence have been optimized

for high sensitivity and energy resolution. The nine segmented Ge detectors

(GeDs), one behind each RMC, detect photons from ---3 keV to 15 MeV. The

GeDs are cooled to _ 75 K by a space-qualified long-life mechanical cryocooler.

As the spacecraft rotates, the RMCs convert the spatial information from the

source into temporal modulation of the photon counting rates of the GeDs. The
instrument electronics amplify, shape, and digitize the GeD signals, provide

power, format the data, and interface to the spacecraft electronics.

2.2 Decimation and Attenuation

Except in extreme circumstances, information on every photon is stored and

then sent down. If an extended, extremely active period occurs, a decimation

scheme is enabled which digitally decimates the incoming pho_ event stream,

so that only a fraction of the events below an energy threshold get sent to

telemetry. Both the fraction and the energy threshold are programmable. There
are decimators for both the front and the rear segments of the detectors. The

front decimator thresholds are controlled by software to avoid overflowing the

spacecraft recorders, and the rear decimators can be controlled from the ground

to limit the background rate.

In addition to decimation, there are mechanical attenuators, which if required,

reduce the flux below the saturation level of ,-_ 50,000 events/s. Together,

decimation and attenuation provide minimum loss of imaging and no loss in

gamma-ray spectroscopy.

2.3 The Aspect System

HESSI exploits one of the fundamental efficiencies of Fourier imaging: preci-

sion spacecraft pointing can be traded for exact knowledge of pointing. With a

Fourier imager, it is not necessary to stabilize the spin axis to any better than
a few arc minutes, as long as the system gives sufficiently precise and high-

bandwidth (i.e. well-sampled in time) pointing information. For HESSI, this
information is provided by the solar aspect system (SAS) -- a heritage of the

HEIDI SAS -- and the roll angle system (RAS). The SAS consists of 3 linear
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diodearraysonwhichthefull solarimageisprojected.Thesolarlimbis de-
terminedat 6positionsevery10ms,givingpitchandyawto --. 1.5 II. The RAS

consists of a star-imaging linear photodiode, providing roll angle to 2.71 every
minute.

3 Modulation Principles

HESSI, like all RMCs, relies on temporal modulation by its grids to provide spa-

tial information about incoming photons. The imaging process may be thought

of as a superposition of elemental processes of photon passage through a sub-

collimator. Since the time of arrival of each photon is determined to 1 #s,

and the aspect system determines the pointing of the telescope with arcsec-

ond accuracy, the known geometry of the subcollimators provides well-defined

information about the photon's origin.

3.1 One-dimensional Modulation

We illustrate (Fig. 1) how this works by considering an ideal subcollimator with

two identical grids, each parallel to the x-y plane, whose slats are, at a given
instant, parallel to the y axis, and whose spin lies parallel to the z axis. The

pitch (slit plus slat width) is denoted by p. Let a photon from an infinitely

distant point source in the x-z plane strike the front grid's plane at a point with
coordinate x. The spatial phase of the photon relative to the slats of the front

grid is 27rx/p. The phase may be considered to be random since photons are

arriving on parallel lines from the distant point source.

The probability of passage of the photon through the front grid is proportional

to the projected area of the slits of that grid, as viewed from the direction of

the photon. For an ideal grid of finite thickness and infinite extent, this value

is independent of the y direction, but dependent on the photon direction in a
fashion characteristic of the grid thickness and the slit-slat ratio.

In the case of a single thin grid with equal slits and slats, the projected open area,

plotted as a function of incidence phase, is a periodic, triangular waveform with

equally shaped maxima and minima. (Fig. 2) For a thick grid, when sufficiently

off axis, there is internal shadowing by the sides of the slats, and the projected

open areas are reduced from the thin case, so the area waveform is still periodic,

but with flat minima. (See third plot in Fig. 2.) In the case of HESSI grids,

the projected slit-slat ratios are optimized to have equal projected slit and slat

widths at incidence angles of about 412". For HESSI subcollimators 1-6, the

aspect ratio of the slats (x-width�z-thickness) is 1:50. For photons with nearly

normal incidence, the effective slit/pitch ratio is 0.6, and for photons incident

at angles of 412" in the x-z plane, the effective slit/pitch ratio after shadowing
is close to 1:2.



Forslit/pitch ratiosequalto 1/2,andfor energieslowenoughthat theslats
areopaque(E < 100keV),andforenergieshighenoughthatdiffractioneffects
arenegligible(E > 6 keV),theeffectivesubcollimatorareaisapproximatelya
trianglewaveformfunctionofphase.Beingperiodic,it isusefulandefficientto
characterizeafractionalareafunction(S)in termsofthefirstfewharmonicsof
its expansionasaFouriercosineseries:

1
•(1+ cos(if) + cos(3if) + 2--_Tr2cos(5if) +...) (1)Striangle (if) = "_

where if = 27rxr/p is the photon's phase with respect to the rear grid. xr is the

x-coordinate of where the photon struck the rear grid plane, i.e. Xr = L tan/9,

where _ is the angle of incidence in the x-z plane, and L is the distance between

front and rear grids.

This is precisely the form used by Schnopper et al. (1970) for their observations

of galactic-center with a rocket-borne RMC. But for HESSI, the even harmonic
terms are usually not negligible, and the Fourier coefficients are not those of a

pure triangle waveform, so we must use the more general form:

S(if) = T. (1 + al cos[if - _1] + a2 cos(2[if - _2]) + a3 cos(3[if - _3]) +'" ") (2)

where T is the fractional collimator transmission, which for ideal grids would

equal 1/4, but in general for HESSI, which has thick grids of differing X-ray
opacity, T is a slowly-varying function of map position and energy. In practice,

we keep terms only up to the 5th harmonic. In general, for real conditions, the

relative amplitudes al, a2,-. • and the relative phases _x, _2,"" are dependent

On the grid chardcterlst[cs, tqae roll angle, and the angIeofincidence. The latter

dependence is sufficiently small and slow that for sources on the Sun, it can be

considered uniform within a map in a given time bin. These parameters have
been computed from the grid characterizations, and are included in the HESSI

reconstruction algorithms.

%

3.2 The Modulation Pattern

If we consider a photon not restricted to traveling in the x-z plane, we find

that the above theory is still applicable if 0 is the angle between the z axis and

the photon's trajectory projected onto the x-z plane. Let us now imagine a

source (x-y) plane at a large distance D from a non-rotating grid (D >> L).

If a point source in the source plane is moved in the x direction, the detector

will show a count time series that has the triangular waveform. In fact simple

geometry shows that the phase if will be proportional to x, (if = 27r L/pD) so

the observed count profile will be identical in form to the area function P(if).

If the source is moved in the y direction, then the counts will remain constant.

From this it is clear that HESSFs spatial response to a brightness distribution
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in thesourceplanewouldresemblea seriesof stripesin the y direction. A

cross-section perpendicular to stripes in the x direction, for any y, would be
identical in form to the fractional area function S(_). This response is called

the modulation pattern.

If we describe the brightness distribution in the source plane as a pixel image

Fro, where Fm is the photon flux (photons cm -2 s-1) from pixel m incident

on the HESSI's front grids, then the following equation shows how to use the

modulation pattern to obtain the expected count rate Ci:

gi = A _ P_mFmAti (3)
Tn

In this notation, Pim is the probability that a photon originating in a pixel m and

incident on the front grid will be counted in the i th time bin during interval At.

Except for a possible normalizing constant, P,m is the modulation pattern, and
is related to the area fraction function S(_) by the equation Pim = S(_m)

where xm is the x coordinate of the center of pixel m in the source plane.
For notational convenience we introduce K = 2_rL/pD so that the phase

g2m = K Xm.

3.3 Rotational Modulation

So far we have described the area fraction only for one roll angle. As the

spacecraft spins, the projected modulation pattern spins with it. To the lowest

order of approximation, if the grids are infinitely wide and infinitely thin, and the

spin axis does not move, the modulation pattern would rotate unchanged. Since,

however, the grids are thick, of finite extent, and the spin axis is not necessarily
constant during a rotation, the projected modulation pattern changes with roll

angle in a predictable way. The result is a slow, smooth change in the parameters

defining the modulation pattern: the amplitude coefficients an, and phases _n.

It is useful to take the telescope as our reference frame, and let a point source

move on a circle (roll angle a = 0 - 27r) in the source plane. For an ideal RMC

(idealized grids, steady spin), the argument • in equation (2) is

a2 = Kx = Krcosa (4)

where the source is at radial position r, and the wavenumber of the detector is

K = 2zc/p.

Note that cosa is present because the modulation described by equation (2)

only depends on the x position of the source. The effect of this factor can be

regarded as changing effective pitch p sec(a). This in turn will cause the the an

and _,_ parameters to vary, with the fundamental coefficients (al, 91) changing
the least.



Thenumberof photons(N) fallingonaHESSIdetectorfromapointsourcea
distancer fromtheaxisin thesourceplaneisproportionalto incidentfluxFo
and the effective area:

N(a) = FoAT. (1 + alcos(Krcos(a) - t_l) +...) (5)

As HESSI rotates, the roll angle a will vary smoothly with time, and so a plot of
N(a) with time will have the profile shown in Figure 3. This is the modulation
profile for a point source if the spin axis is fixed.

For a given map center, the quantities (a,,,T, and 9,) are computed from the

aspect system and the grid response matrices. The above function is computable

for any time interval and any point source on the Sun. Therefore, since the

signal expected for a superposition of sources is the superposition of point source

signals, any model source can be used to predict a modulation profile. This is

the basis for all HESSI reconstruction algorithms and underlies equation (3).

In general, if detector k is at roll angle ai, and the point source has position

vector (x0, Yo) in the source plane, with polar equivalent (to, ¢o), then the gen-
eralization of the phase (I) in equation (4) is:

Oik = Kik.r = (Kk cos ai)Xo + (Kk sin ai)Yo = Kkro cos(a_ - ¢0) (6)

The set of photon arrival times taken from the HESSI telemetry can be his-
togrammed to yield a raw count rate profile. The HESSI user can select an

almost arbitrary set of time bin sizes {Ati } for histogramming. (Ati is neces-

sarily > 1 #s, and may be as large as _ 1 s, but is more typically --. 0.5 ms).
After the time bin selection, the count/bin profile becomes a function of roll

angle a, and one can proceed to calibrate the count rates. The size of the time

bins depends on the detector, with the finest detectors (smallest p) requiring
the smallest time bins.

3.4 The Response Geometry

For phase and amplitude calibration, that is determining (an, _n), one must first

select a center for the mapping. Figure 4 shows the contours of the subcollimator

phases and map center at one instant of rotation. The lines of constant phase

for a subcollimator of angular pitch p are separated by 27rR/p radians, the map

being centered at a distance R from the spin axis. The phase at map center
rises and falls in a quasi-sinusoidal way (precisely sinusoidal if there is no drift

or wobble in the pointing) during the spacecraft rotation.
The selected map center Should be close to the centroid of source of emission.

This point can be found in several ways (coarse mapping, parametric fitting,
context observations or using previous flare position).

In general, one must incorporate the live time rij, dependent on roll angle and

energy Ej, the detector number k, and the subcollimator transmission Tijk, as

well as the modulation amplitudes a_ k and modulation phases ff2_jk to determine

the number of photons falling on the detector N_jk:



g,j = + Z a  c°s[ -
ll

where Fo is the incident photon flux on the front grid. When the HESSI

analysis software begins image reconstruction it first computes the quantities

_-ijk, Tijk, a_ _ and kg_ k for the appropriate map position, energies, and bin sizes.

4 Visibilities

The concept of visibilities is borrowed from radio astronomy. In the context of
HESSI 'counts' and 'visibilities' can be regarded as two time series that present

the same information: the response of HESSI to a brightness distribution.

In radio astronomy the response of an interferometer to point sources in the sky,

known as the fringe pattern, can be quantified in terms of complex visibilities,

which are the components of a discrete Fourier transform of the sky. Thus far we

have considered the response of HESSI to a point source as a modulation profile

(Figure 3) expressed as a time series of counts. The modulation profile can be
obtained from the brightness distribution using the modulation patterns, which

we have represented in terms of a cosine and a series of harmonics. Clearly

HESSI imaging has much in common with radio astronomy interferometry and
could benefit from the enormous efforts invested in that subject. Also, we will

see that the use of visibilities with HESSI has several intrinsic advantages. To

exploit this resource it is necessary to consider what a visibility means in relation
to counts in the context of HESSI.

4.1 The (u,v) Plane

In radio astronomy the visibility of a point source of flux F0 at coordinate

(x0, yo) is defined to be the Fourier transform:

V(u, v) = Fo £_i(_o+_yo) (S)

The variables (u, v) are the coordinates in the Fourier plane and the 2D array

l;(u, v) is the Fourier transform of the flux distribution in the x-y source plane,

in this ease containing a single point source at (Xo, Yo). It turns out that detector

k, while HESSI is at roll angle ai, will sample a quantity closely related to the

visibility transform Yik = V(Uik, Vik) at uik = cosai/pk and vik = sinai/pk.

So, each observation (count integrated over a time-bin) that HESSI makes is

a sample upon one of 9 possible circles, one circle for each detector. Samples
on the largest circles correspond to the highest spatial frequencies, and come
from detectors with the small pitches. In one rotation, for a particular detec-

tor, HESSI's observations form a time series of count values, where each time

corresponds to a particular roll angle. This time series is a set of sample points



spreadacrosstheentirecircumferenceof oneof the9 circles.In thiswaythe
counttimeseriescanberelatedto the2DFouriertransformofthesourceflux
distribution.Conversely,thevisibilitieswhicharethesamplesofthe2DFourier
transform,canberegardedasatimeseriesin thecontextof HESSI.

If thespinaxisis fixedsothat (a,,,_n)areconstant,if backgroundisnegligible,
andif thetransmissionT and livetimes r are constant, then the relation be-
tween the fundamental term in the counts and visibilities can be deduced from

equations (6), (7) and (8):

Xik -- Real []2ik] -- Cik -- FoTr _ Fo cos _ik
TTal

In this idealized case, the counts are the cosine transform of the image. The

imaginary part of the visibility is the corresponding sine transform. Fig. 3

has already shown the real part of the visibiIity time series, i.e. the visibility

modulation profile, for a point source. The dashed lines in that figure show
the imaginary part of the visibility (offset by 0.5, since their mean must be

zero). The case of a moving spin axis, important for constructing visibilities
from observed counts in practice, is dealt with in Section 4.2.

The importance of visibilities to HESSI is that they are an intermediate between
the observed counts and images. The visibilities have been corrected for all of

the spin-axis wobble, slit-shadowing, transmission and deadtime effects. Conse-

quently, visibilities, unlike count-rate profiles, can be added from one rotation
to another.

From many simulations the advantages and some disadvantages can be summa-

rized as follows: (1) The aspect correction can easily be applied while construct-

ing visibilities from the observed counts. (2) Due to 1, visibility modulation

patterns do not need to be corrected for the aspect solution for each time bin.

(3) Due to 2, operations involving modulation patterns can be performed with

a convolution based on Fast Fourier Transform methods, rather than a matrix

multiplication. This allows a speed up of order M 2 as compared to MlogM,

where M is the number of time bins. (4) Due to 2, integration of visibility val-

ues over several rotations simply involves adding together visibility series from

those rotations. (5) In constructing visibilities from observed counts, there is

effectively a smoothing, which relaxes problems arising from the presence of

zero counts. The price is the introduction of a small systematic error and a
correlation of noise on visibilities in neighboring time bins.

4.2 From Count Rates to Visibilities

We now discuss the method by which the visibilities can be constructed from

the counts. For simplicity, we discuss only the fundamental term in the Fourier

expansion of the count rate.. Constructing the visibilities needs to be done

in the context of making a map, i.e. reconstructing an image, in a limited

spatial region of interest, e.g. a solar flare on the Sun's disk. Central to this
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is theconceptof the phase at map center _o, touched on in section 3.4. In

general, it0 depends on the results of the aspect solution, the time binning, the

subcollimator, and the position of the map center. The phase at map center

(Xo, Y0) can be calculated from equation (6):

¢bo = _(xo,Yo) - _(Xs,Ys). (9)

¢(xs, Ys) is the phase correction arising from the fact that the map center (x0, Y0)

and the projected position of the subcollimator on the source plane (xs, Ys) are

at different locations. Using the aspect system data, the distance of the line

of maximum transmission from map center is computed for each roll angle ai

and each subcollimator pitch Pk. This gives the phase at map center for each

timebin i, detector k. (See figure 4.)

Given an incident flux of photons on a HESSI subcollimator, after the selection

of a map center, the predicted count rate C of a point source located at map

center is given by equation (7), dropping the subscripts j, k for clarity:

Ci = FoTiTi. (1 + a_ cos[g2_])

The visibility of a point source at the map center is:

Vi = Foe i¢(x°'y°) = Foe i(_+q'D

(10)

(11)

Note that the visibility does not depend on the subcollimator coordinates (x_, y,),

but the count rate is subject to phase shifts caused by telescope motion. Com-

paring equations (10) and (11) leads to the following relation between counts
and visibilities:

Xi = Re[Vie -i*{] - Ci- F°Tiri (12)
Tiria_

where Ti, ri and a_ are known quantities, but F0 is unknown. There are various

ways to estimate Fo and the optimum method in the presence of background

has not yet been decided on.

Once F0 has been determined, the conversion from counts to visibilities depends

on oversampling of the circles in the UV plane. In each modulation cycle,

there must be at least four time bins. During each cycle, the rotation of the

modulation pattern within the map can be thought of as a purely linear shift.

So for each successive 4 (or more) count-rates, one may represent the position in

the (u, v) plane by its average value (z_i, tTi) and an offset 5. Then the corrected

countrate (equation 12) can be represented as the cosine transform:

xi = f f cos(2=ta,(x- xo)+ ffi(Y--YO)] + _i)f(x,y)dxdy

The angle _i changes by 360 ° during one cycle, so we can easily have 4 or more

independent samples; a regression fit to each modulation cycle then gives both

the sine and the cosine components X_ in and X[ °s.
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It isworthmentioningthatin earlyversionsof RMCdesign,therewereboth
sineandcosinesubcollimators(e.g.,Mertzet aI. 1986, Murphy, 1990), but, as
we see here, this turns out not to be necessary in hardware, since with sufficient

sampling of the modulation profile, relative amplitudes of the sine and cosine

components can be determined from the modulation profile itself.

It is important to note that, according to equation (12), the peak-to-peak vari-

ation of the visibility is several times larger than the peak-to-peak variation of
C. This is because the visibility reflects the transform of the flux distribution

at the front grid, while the count rate is the modulated profile of the photons

reaching the detector. In fact, when the Iivetime is unity (ri = 1), and when the

subcollimator pattern is perfectly triangular, (a_Ti = 2/7r2), the peak-to-peak
variation of Re[Vi] is 7r2/2 = 4.9 times that of the count profile.

For a more general case, where the source is an arbitrary superposition of N

point sources of flux Fj at locations (xj, yj), the visibility is found by summing

equation 12 over the sources. The generalization to higher harmonics is sim-
ple, and is important for achieving the highest possible resolution and for self

calibration, but the details are beyond the scope of this paper.

5 Image Reconstruction

5.1 Back Projection and Fourier Transforms

Back projection (Mertz, Nakano, and Kilner 1986) is the most straightforward
and basic method of image reconstruction. It is equivalent to a 2D Fourier

transform (Kilner and Nakano, 1989). A map constructed by this method is

called the "dirty map", being the analogue of the radio astronomer's initial

Fourier transform of the observed visibilities. Back projection is a linear process:

maps for arbitrary time intervals may be added together, and maps for different

pitches and harmonics may be summed, generally leading to improvement of the

image. Further improvements to the image by CLEAN or MEM (for example)
do not share this property of linearity.

For a given instant in time, the response of a detector to a source flux distribu-

tion is its modulation pattern rotated to the roll angle for that time. Detected

photons are most likely to have come from regions where the modulation pat-

tern has its highest values. Back projection creates an image by distributing
the received photons according to the modulation pattern. In fact, based on

one time bin alone back projection gives an image that is identical to the mod-

ulation pattern, For many time bins, back-projection simply involves averaging
the modulation patterns, weighting each one according to the the number of

photons received in that time bin. Of course, in spreading flux across an image
in this way some of it will be mis-placed. This is most obvious for the case of a

point source, where photons have come from only one point, but will be traced

back to many different regions by back projection. Despite this, given many

timebins and several detectors, the greatest concentration of flux will usually be

12



at thelocationofthepointsource.In essence,backprojectionis analogousto
performinganinverseFouriertransform,andtheproblemscausedarea result
of havinginsufficientcoverageinFourierspace.
Mathematically,backprojectioncanbedescribedasfollows.Themodulation
patternsPim are computed for all roll angle ai and map pixels m. Then they are

normalized according to a recipe first introduced by Durouchonx et al (1983). (a)

Subtract out the mean over roll angles at each pixel: (/5_m = Pim- < Pm >). (b)

Then divide each value by its variance over roll angles: (Pim = Pim/< Pm2 >).

The brightness Dm of each pixel (m) in the back-projection map is defined by

the following linear combination of the count rates Ci:

1 g

Dm = _ _[Ci/At]. Pim (13)
i=l

where A is the effective area (cm 2) of the detector and At is the timebin duration

(s). The initial Durouchoux normalization and the division by AAt ensures that

the peak of the dirty map equals the strength of a dominant source. The map
then has units of counts cm -2 s-1.

Figure 5 shows an example of a back-projection image for a simulated double

source (Ganssian widths = 1" × 1").

All of the practical image reconstruction algorithms for improving a back-

projection ("dirty") map are nonlinear, since linear deconvolution algorithms

such as Wiener filtering and inverse filtering are inapplicable to applications
with incomplete sampling of the Fourier plane, as is the case for HESSI mod-

ulation synthesis. A number of reconstruction methods already exist, or are

being improved, or are being considered for addition to the HESSI reconstruc-
tion suite. We summarize several of these here.

5.2 CLEAN

CLEAN is an iterative algorithm which deconvolves a Point Spread Function--

the imager's response to a delta function source--from a "dirty map". This

algorithm is of fundamental importance in radio astronomy, where it is used to

create images of astronomical sources obtained with interferometers. The basic
CLEAN method was developed by HSgbom (1974). It was originally designed

for point sources, but it has been found to work well for extended sources as

well when given a reasonable starting model. The H6gbom CLEAN constructs
discrete approximations to the CLEAN Map in the plane from the convolution

equation

P ® Iso_,_ce = D (14)

where P is the HESSI PSF for one or many subcollimators and/or harmonics,

Isource is the source distribution, D is the dirty map, and ® denotes a convolu-
tion.
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Thealgorithmgoesasfollows:Startwith aninitial approximationIo; copy it

to a new image, called the residuM map. Search for the largest value in the

residual map, saving the position in a "CLEAN component" table. Center a
delta function at the location of the largest residual flux and give it an amplitude

# (the so-called "loop gain") times this value. Subtract the scaled Point Spread
F_nction P from I,_-1 to yield I,_. Continue this iteratively until a specified

iteration limit is reached, or until the peak residual or RMS residual decreases
to some level.

In the resulting final map (Ifma_), it is assumed that the residual brightness dis-
tribution consists mainly of noise. To damp out high spatial frequency features

which may be spuriously created in the iteration, one convolves each CLEAN

component with the so-called CLEAN PSF, 79ctea,_ (the "CLEAN beam" in ra-

dioastronomy), which is simply a suitably smoothed version or inner portion of

the PSF, 79.

A CLEAN map is produced when the final residual map is added to the approx-

imate solution, in order to include the noise.

The main disadvantage of CLEAN is that it does not, at least in the HSgbom

version, compare the observed modulation profile with a model modulation pro-

file, to assess the "goodness of fit" during the iteration. Two variants of CLEAN
exist for HESSI. One is for rectangular coordinates, and the other is for polar

coordinates. In most circumstances, the latter has a significant advantage of

speed over the former.

Figure 6 shows an example "CLEAN map" derived from a simulated event list
derived from a double source.

5.3 Maximum Entropy Methods

The principle of Maximum Entropy is to find the map which is maximally

noncommittal with regard to the unavailable information, i.e. the regions of

the Fourier plane for which HESSI has no data. The image to be found is the
smoothest one which fits the data to within the noise level.

HESSI's observations are provided in the form of nine sets of counts in time-bins,

each time-bin corresponding to a particular roll angle. The aim is to find an

image that is consistent with these counts to within the photon counting noise.
Since there can be many images consistent with the observations, MEM is de-

signed to find the smoothest such image. Traditionally, consistency is measured

using a X 2 measure on the counts:

x_ = _ (c_=-2--ci) _
i tYi
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whereg, is thecountfor timebini and gi is the "expected" count from the

reconstructed image, and ai is the estimated error of count gi. If only photon
2 = $i, but in practice systematic errorscounting noise is important then a i

and uncertainties in the background may also be important and so should be

included in ai.

The smoothness of the image is quantified using an entropy measure. In one

view, the entropy is something which, when maximized, produces a positive

image with a compressed range in pixel values (Cornwell 1984), but according

to Gull and Skilling (1984) and Sivia (1996) the only function which guarantees

that no unwanted correlation is imposed is:

7-l = - _ Fm logFm
m

where Fm is the flux in pixel m. A smooth image will have a larger 7-/. The

goal of MEM is to find the smoothest image that fits the data. In practice, this
means maximizing Q = 7-/- x 2yX for the smallest possible A. The idea is that
:k is set to a small value to begin with and an image is sought iteratively that

has X 2 = 1, i.e. it is consistent with observations. If such an image cannot be
found, the smoothness constraint is probably too strong, and so ), is increased

to allow a less smooth image. Additional constraints (e.g. total flux) can be

added to Q if desired.

MEM has had a rich history as the main imaging algorithm used for image
reconstruction with Yohkoh's HXT. Although the details of implementation are

somewhat different for HESSI, the basic theory is still relevant (Sato, 1998,

Sato, Kosugi, and Makishima, 1999).

Another HESSI image reconstruction algorithm, MEMVIS, applies MEM to
the visibilities rather than the counts. The advantages of using visibilities, were

discussed in Section 4. Before iterations begin in MEMVIS, the counts are

converted to visibilities, correcting for the wandering of the spin axis. With this

correction applied the modulation patterns, and therefore the processing per
iteration, are greatly simplified. The basic MEM equations outlined above need

some alteration because visibilities are complex quantities. For example, the

real and imaginary parts in the X 2 sum must be separated, and the constraints
must be reformed to avoid Q being complex. The MEM algorithm then proceeds

according to the steps described above.

The main advantages of MEMVIS is its efficiency (lower memory requirements,

use of fast Fourier transforms) and the ease in which the visibilities that it

uses can be integrated over time (by literally just adding them together). It

is apparent from many simulations that MEMVIS appears to be remarkably
robust at low count rates.

Figure 7 shows an example simulated source, the "MEM map", and the resid-
uals.
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5.4 Forward Fitting

Theforward-fittingmethodisbasedonmodelsthatrepresentaspatialmapby
a superpositionof multiplesourcestructures,whicharequantifiedby circular
Gaussians(4 parameterspersource),ellipticalGaussians(6 parametersper
source),orcurvedellipticals(7parameters),designedto characterizerealsolar
flarehardX-raymapswithaminimumnumberofgeometricelements.Examples
offits to hardX-raysourcesmaybeseenin Aschwandenet al., 1999.

In one realization of this scheme, maps of superimposed Gaussians are created

iteratively, at each step constructing a model modulation profile from the map.
In this "pixelized" form, the map evolves into a best fitting-image]--"

÷ ......

In another realization of Forward Fittingl there are no maps computed at in-

termediate steps. The algorithm-uses the beat patterns seen in the modulation

patterns to infer the characteristics of the source. The most efficient way to

do this is to compute the visibilities from the count profiles (after selecting
map center and Calibrating). Then a phase-sh{ft to map center eliminates the

rapid modulations, leaving only the low-frequency beat patterns. For two cir-

cular Ganssians, the extrema of the beat patterns then provide the relative

separation and strengths of the sources. The ratios of the beat strengths for

successive subcollimators determine the Gaussian widths. The inferred param-

eters of the source then provide model modulation profiles for comparison with

the observed profiles. Chi-square determinations assess the goodness of fit for
iterative estimations of the strength of further sources. Figure 8 shows fits to

visibilities deriving from simulated count rate profiles for a double source of

10,000 counts/s/SC. In principle, fits such as this can yield the flux, positions

and widths of two Gaussian sources, and possibly more if the fluxes are suffi-

ciently high.

5.5 The PIXON Method

The PIXON method is another technique removes the sidelobe pattern of a

telescope while mitigating the problems of correlated residuals and spurious

sources which are commonly seen in Fourier deconvolution, chi-square fitting,
and Maximum Entropy approaches.

The goal of the Pixon method is to construct the simplest, i.e. smoothest, model

for the image that would be consistent with the data, i.e. have an acceptable

chi-square fit. Being the simplest model, the derived image would be artifact

free, i.e. there would be no spurious sources. In addition, it is claimed by

PIXON prop6_nts that the m0de_s necesSarily most_tightiy =constrained by

the data, and consequently has the most accurately determined parameters.

The PIXON method changes the global smoothness idea of MEM into a local

condition in which local maximum smoothness of the image is imposed. From
an information science point of view, one selects a model with the minimum

information content from the family of multiresolution basis functions (pixons)
and which statistically fit the data.
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Sincethemodelhasminimumcomplexity,spurioussourcesareunlikelyto arise.
Eachparameteris determinedusingalargerfractionof thedata,henceit is,
presumably,determinedmoreaccurately.It is claimedthat thisusuallyre-
sultsin superiorphotometricandpositionalaccuracy,andthat,sincethemini-
mumnumberofparametersareused,thedatacannotbeoverfitted.PIXONS,
however,paysa pricefor its photometry:themethodis abouttwoordersof
magnitudeslowerthantheotherreconstructionmethods.Therefore,aswith
Yohkoh/HXT,it will probablybeusedonly afterthefasterreconstructions
haveproducedmaps,andwhencheckingthestrengthorshapeof weaksources
isrequired.

Figure9showsanexample"PIXONmap",andthemodelsourcefromwhich
simulatedcountrate profiles were derived. The reconstructed sources are about

1" FWHM, which is the size of the simulated model sources.

6 Expected Imaging Performance

In 2-3 years of mission life, HESSI is expected to obtain observations of tens of

thousands of microflares, thousands of hard x-ray flares, and of order a hundred

gamma-ray line flares. Detected photons will be tagged with 1 #s time resolution

up to a rate of ,-_ 105 photons/s. The intense 3-150 keV X-ray fluxes that usually

accompany large gamma-ray line flares are absorbed by the front segment of

the detectors, so the rear segment will always count at moderate rates. This

is essential for gamma-ray line measurements with optimal spectral resolution

and high throughput.

It is expected that HESSI will provide detailed imaging spectroscopy in each of

ten energy intervals with _ 2s time resolution for one event every ,-- 5 days with

104 counts s -I above 15 keV. With lower energy resolution (,,_ 100 keV),

crude imaging information could be obtained in tens of milliseconds. HESSI

provides spatial resolution of 2.3 arcseconds at X-ray energies below --_ 200 keV,

7 arcseconds to 400 keV, and 36 arcseconds for gamma-ray lines and continuum
above 1 MeV.

6.1 Imaging Strengths and Limitations

HESSI's imaging strengths lie in the strengths of Fourier imaging: insensitivity
to wandering pointing, independence of relative detector-to-detector efficiencies,

many independent Fourier components in the azimuthal coordinate, and addi-

tivity of harmonic contributions. But in Fourier lies its weakness: incomplete

coverage of the visibility plane due to a finite number of UV circles, which

causes the maps to become rougher and noisier for time intervals less than one
half rotation.
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6.2 Self Calibration

One of the features of HESSI imaging is that there are several ways to self-

calibrate amplitudes and phases. Among these are:

(i) The modulation profiles of two halves of a single rotation will reveal a phase
difference that is characteristic of the subcollimator's phase offset from the nom-

inal telescope axis.

(ii) If the telescope is performing as designed, the third harmonic of countrate
profiles from subcollimator n should be identical to the fundamental of profiles

from subcollimator n-2. If not, the ratio of the signals will provide information

to correct the instrumental database of amplitudes and phases.

(iii) The modulation amplitudes of two subcollimators responding to unresolved
sources should be the same at low energies (except for known internal shadowing

effects). At high energies (> 300 keV), the relative amplitudes should depend

on the nominal relative grid-slat opacities in a predictable way.

(iv) The subcollimator transmission and amplitude functions should be peri-
odic in roll angle, with a period of 180 degrees. Any asymmetries found in

this periodicity can provide information about departures from nominal grid

positioning.

6.3 Expected Evolution of Imaging

During the course of the HESSI mission, undoubtedly lessons will be learned

about unanticipated features of the hardware and software. As more is discov-

ered about the instrument, methods of analysis can be tailored appropriately.

As in other missions, imaging software is expected to improve as bugs are erad-

icated, and better algorithms are developed. The solar community is urged to

test software, give constructive criticism, and provide improvements of their own

devising. Better science and better understanding of flares will surely follow as

a result of such cooperative efforts.
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HESSI IMAGER SCHEMATIC SHOWING ESSENTIAL IMAGING PARAMETERS
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Figure 1: Schematic geometry of the HESSI subcollimators, showing represen-

tative incidence of photons with respect to the collimator axis.
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Figure 2: Profiles of the equivalent-area 1-D function for six energy bands (3-

6,6-12,12-25,25-50,50-100,100-300,300-1000 keV) and three map centers for sub-

collimator 5. Only the highest energy profiles are distinguishable from the rest,

due to the lower opacity of the grid for E> 300 keV. As the distance from the

spin axis increases (300,600, and 900") the internal shadowing changes, causing

the minima to flatten. All curves are plotted as sums of the first 3 harmonics.
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Figure 3: Modulation profiles by an ideal subcollimator. The first plot shows

the profile of a source of width = 1/2 the angular pitch at an angular distance of

8 pitches from the normal to an ideal subcollimator. The second plot shows the

profile for a source of half the flux. The third and fourth plots show the response

for shifts of the source by two angular pitches in the radial and azimuthal

directions (respectively). Note the translation of the profile in the first case and
the increase in the number of extrema for the second. The fifth and sixth plots

illustrate the effect of decreasing or increasing (respectively) the source size by
a factor of 2. The dashed profile shows the imaginary part of the visibility,
discussed in section 4.
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/

HESSI PHASE DIAGRAM

1

Figure 4: Lines of constant phase for one subcollimator at one instant of rotation

projected on the solar disk. The spacecraft coordinate system rotates clockwise

(increasing a), and the lines of constant phase lie at a constant angle/3 relative
to the spacecraft coordinates. The phase contours, shown by the parallel dashed

lines numbered 1,2,3,. •., represent "fringes" and are separated by multiples 27r

radians in phase from the subcollimator line of maximum response.
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Figure 5: An example of a back-projection map for a simulated double source
of 10,000 counts/s/SC.
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Figure 7: An example of a MEM map for a simulated double source of 10,000
counts/s/SC.
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Figure 6: An example of a clean map for a simulated double source of 10,000

counts/s/SC.
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Figure 8: Fits to visibilities derived from simulated count rate profiles for

double source of 10,000 counts/s/SC. The fits yield the flux, positions and widths
of two Gaussian sources,
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Figure 9:9 An example of a PIXON map for a simulated double source of
10,000 counts/s/SC. The logarithmic contours show that the dynamic range is
over 50:1 in this map.
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